
ACTING COVER LETTER TO AGENTS

Learn tips on how to write a cover letter to a talent agent in order to request For example, how long have you been an
actor, and what type of.

Remember that you get literally hundreds of these on a weekly basis. Format your job listings so the reader
encounters the details they want to know first. Again, remember that agents receive hundreds of these letters
on a weekly basis, year round. Don't fold anything. Use business letter format, white paper, black ink, and use
generous margins and ONE easy to read 12pt font. Employers tend to get a lot of applications, leaving little
time to thoroughly consider them all. Consider including a couple of sentences about something that is totally
unique about you! Mention how and where you met or briefly reference the event. Start your day FREE
training today! Show them you're in demand. Get your point across without wasting anyone's time. If you are
submitting your headshot and resume to this particular acting agency or manager because they are looking for
your type or a special skill you possess, also mention that right away. Your resume will do the heavy lifting on
this topic. Are you submitting to an agency for theatrical representation, commercial representation, print
representation or all three? A casting director once told a group of us actors that when writing a cover letter,
even a very simple message with a link to your work or website can be effective! If you're just starting out or
do not have a lot of acting experience or credits, be honest about it. Avoid sounding a lot like you work in an
executive office as an accountant by being yourself. As a way to reduce infection, the medic may possibly
suggest that you refrain from sex for a couple of weeks. You can explain that you are eager to work and
mention some of the classes that you may currently be enrolled in. Wrap up your letter on a positive note,
repeating your contact information. Pick the best parts of the following: Your most important progress as an
actor If you studied at a drama school, mention that The biggest name s you worked with If you have a good
relationship with a big casting director Important awards and festivals you or your film s have won Do not try
to manipulate the system. Jesse Daley Make sure to include your contact information email address and phone
number at the end of the letter, as well as links to your website if you have a relevant one. How to Write an
Acting Cover Letter There's only one major rule when writing a cover letter: keep it short. I look forward to
hearing from you! Okay, um, big NO. Bonnie Gillespie is living her dreams by helping others figure out how
to live theirs. For starters, it goes to be certain your application will get shipped to the correct person. You
need to get right onto the point immediately without wasting words on what's already obvious. Staying
accountable is important when engaged in a difficult task. Besides, think about it: If we spent the day looking
up submissions and confirming receipt of same to every actor calling to be sureâ€¦ to be sure, what? Feel free
to contact me on my cell phone at  Close Strong Refer them to your headshot and any other enclosed
materials. Try a broader cover letter example search Advertisement. Make an assumption that every little fact
you state will be looked into. Related posts:. Rather than blanket Los Angeles with cover letters, focus your
resources on well-placed, well-written cover letters to a few targeted talent agents. Stick to the American flag,
or the Queen, something standard. Freedman, who has worked for an agency see below , shared two really
strong cover letters. The personal information is very easy. Talking things over with someone also can help
reduce your stress and maintain your motivation. Rattling off a basic list of job responsibilities is much less
meaningful. Woo HOO! But the only thing that will further your acting career is showing up. Dear Mr. Stick
to one paragraph.


